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Please write your name here  ...............................................
Now everyone knows whom this book belongs to.

Hurry Up... turn the page and go on an adventure  
with the different Animals with us.
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Coral Reefs
Coral reefs are like colorful underwater cities 
where fish of all shapes and sizes swim among 
the beautiful coral structures. 
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The African Savannah
The African savannah is a vast grassy plain where 
animals like lions, giraffes, and zebras roam freely. 
It‘s a place filled with tall trees, golden grass, and 
exciting adventures in the wild.
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Ponds
In a pond, you can discover tiny tadpoles swimming and growing into frogs, 
while colorful dragonflies zoom around in the air above. It‘s a busy place 
where animals bask in the warm sunlight.



African Savannah
The African savannah is a vast grassy plain where 

animals like lions, giraffes, and zebras roam freely. 

It‘s a place filled with tall trees, golden grass, and 

exciting adventures in the wild.

On The FarmThere are useful animals living on the farm. We keep cows 

for milk, sheep for wool and riding horses brings us pleasure. 

Stick the stickers and tell what all happens on the farm.

Amazonian Rainforest

The Amazonian rainforest is a huge jungle with tall trees, colorful birds, 

and playful monkeys. It‘s home to many unique animals like sloths, 

jaguars, and toucans, living together in a diverse ecosystem.

The Coral Reefs
Coral reefs are like colorful underwater cities where fish of all shapes and sizes swim among the beautiful coral structures. 

The World of Animals
Sticker Book

How to use this book
Discover and create diverse scenes together with your children.

Colorful scenes with lots of stickers will keep them busy for hours.
The book educates children in a fun way.

Make learning fun!
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